Toy & Gift Ideas

World Map 500 Piece
Jigsaw Puzzle
(Ages 8+)

The 500 piece
World Puzzle is a
colorful detailed
puzzle with all
countries included! It is a fun
challenge to put
this quality puzzle
together. Comes
in a sturdy box and measures 24″x36″.
Visit www.waypointgeographic.com to see
their selection of globes, puzzles and other
educational items.

1-2-Switch
Rated E10+

Whatsitsface

tail, and stars come alive at the flick of a switch.
Long-lasting, replaceable LED Night Light.
Visit usatoyz.com.

Ages 3+

Loog Acoustic Mini Guitar

If you’re happy and you know it then your
face will surely show it. That’s now true for
stuffed animals with the Whatsitsface line of
plush pals. Feeling happy, sad, surprised,
amused, angry or sleepy can all happen with
a twist of a knob or a flip of a face. Little ones
can change the face of Puppy Dog, Kitty Cat or
Teddy Bear to reveal six emotional expressions
– building their empathy skills while extending
creative playtime!
Visit whatsitsface.com.

MONOPOLY® Bob’s Burgers Edition
Ages 8+

Throw an impromptu party anywhere with
anyone thanks to a new play style in which
players look at each other—not the screen!
Bring the action and fun into the real world
as you face off in wild-west duels, cow-milking
competitions, a copycat dance-off, and more.
Each game takes advantage of the Joy-Con
controller features of the Nintendo Switch system in different ways.
While the action unfolds off- screen, the audience watches the players themselves instead
of the screen. That makes it as hilarious to
watch as it is to play – an instant party amplifier!

Mario Kart™ 8 Deluxe
Rated E for Everyone

Hit the road with the definitive version of
Mario Kart 8 and play anytime, anywhere! Race
your friends or battle them in a revised battle
mode on new and returning battle courses.
Play locally in up to four-player multiplayer in
1080p while playing in TV mode. Every track
from the Wii U version, including DLC, makes
a glorious return. Plus, the Inklings appear as
all-new guest characters, along with returning
favorites, such as King Boo, Dry Bones, and
Bowser Jr.!

“Chorizo Your Own
Adventure Burger”
in this classic edition
of MONOPOLY®!
Buy, sell, and trade
locations from
“Seymour’s Bay”
including Jimmy
Pesto’s Pizzeria, Wagstaff School, Beville’s, and
Wonder Wharf. Choose your favorite custom
character token to travel around the board and
relive your favorite moments from the show.
Grab your apron and get cookin’ in this custom
Bob’s Burgers edition of MONOPOLY®!

LittiCity Pretend Play
My First Purse Set

Ages 3–8
Girls love princess
toys and to imitate their
moms. With this Litti Pritti
My First Purse Set, you
can let your little one enjoy some role-playing fun
as she pretends to be a
shopping mom just like you. Inside she will find
a wallet, cellphone, pretend lipstick, pretend
face powder, four keys on a key ring, car key, ID
card, play money and three credit cards. Not
only is it the ideal toddler toy for any 3-year-old
girl, but it also makes a great girl’s purse for
kids 6-8. Visit jaxojoy.myshopify.com.

3-in-1 World Globe
LED Constellation
Map Night Light

Ages 3+
The 3-in-1 Globe + Constellation Map + Night Light,
includes an illustrated star
booklet. States and nations
are presented in great de-

Ages 3–8
The ideal first guitar.
Designed to make it fun,
easy and stimulating for
kids to play music. The
Loog Mini guitar comes
with flashcards that teach
you how to form chords
and an app that gets you playing songs on
day one! The slim neck is perfect for little kids'
hands, and because it only has three strings,
chords are reduced to the basic triad, just three
notes, allowing for an easier and faster learning
process. Made with real wood it has perfect
intonation, low string action for enhanced playability and classical nylon strings. It is about
the same size as a ukulele, but plays, tunes and
sounds like a classical guitar.
Visit loogguitars.com.

Mr. Blue
My Dancing & Singing Bird

Ages 6 months+
This adorable
dancing bird will
come to life in response to the noises
your baby makes.
As your child talks,
laughs, and sings,
this interactive toy
responds by tumbling around and making silly
sounds of his own. When the dancing stops, Mr.
Blue makes a brightly colored and soft snuggle
buddy for your little one to cuddle and roll
around with.
Made from BPA-Free materials and CPSC
Certified, this wild little creature is completely
safe for infants to experience and explore in all
the ways that curious babies do.

Dino Crunch
Ages 4+

This hungry Dino
has an eggstraordinary appetite!
Roll the die to
choose which stolen egg to rescue.
Carefully reach in
and take out the
egg, but watch out
- you never know
when this T-Rex will roar and leap out at you for
a mighty CRUNCH!
Try to rescue the dino eggs before the T-Rex
leaps. Gameplay helps develop fine motor
skills. For 2–4 players.
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